YES Newsletter—December 2020
Resident and Fellow Roundtables Sponsored by the ASCRS YES Committee
This monthly interactive learning experience will be led by two different ASCRS Young
Eye Surgeon Committee members and will include case studies and encourage a lively
discussion with all attendees engaging through video.
Please view all previous roundtables on the YES webpage:
https://ascrs.org/membership/young-eye-surgeons
Next up:
Thursday, January 21, 2021 at 7:30 EST
Registration is very limited and will open on Thursday, January 7, 2021
Dr. Soroosh Behshad and Dr. Zachary Zavodni
“IOL Fixation Techniques”

ASOA and YES Joint Webinar
Navigating the Current Job Market
This session will provide attendees with tips on how to navigate their careers in the
current environment. This will include pearls on negotiating contracts, helping to
develop practice management strategies and get pointers from experts who have seen
the challenges first-hand.
Co-Moderators: Deborah Davis, COE and Zach Zavodni, MD
Faculty: Thomas Brown, JD, COE; Sharon Brown, COT, COE; and Hayley Boling, MBA,
COE; Mark Hansen, MD; Michael Patterson, DO; and Julie Schallhorn, MD
Available on demand for all 2020 Virtual Meeting attendees starting Sunday, November
1st
https://ascrs.org/meetings/post-meeting-resources/2020-ascrs-virtual-annualmeeting/navigating-the-current-job-market

ASCRS Grand Rounds
ASCRS Grand Rounds is a virtual, complimentary CME offering exclusive to ASCRS
membership that brings the experience of a live grand rounds to your home or office.
We have partnered with major academic institutions to present a monthly series of
virtual grand rounds, each approved for 1.0 AMA PRA Category 1 Credit™. View during
a pre-scheduled time to engage live with the speakers or view on demand at your
convenience.
Join us as Baylor College of Medicine, Cullen Eye Center presents the ASCRS Grand
Rounds on Wednesday, December 16 at 8pm EST. The Grand Rounds will feature two
challenging cases, engaging panel discussions, and clinical pearls presentations.
Co-Moderators:
Terry Kim, MD

Sumitra Khandelwal, MD

Faculty:
Masih Ahmed, MD

Francis Mah, MD

Zaina Al-Mohtaseb, MD

Stephen Pflugfelder, MD

Marshall Bowes Hamill, MD

Mitchell Weikert, MD

Carol Karp, MD
Residents/Fellows:
Christina Mamalis, MD
Elaine Zhou, MD
Case 1: “To Cut or Not to Cut”
A 67-year-old male presents with conjunctiva growth. What imaging would you do? Is
timing critical? Should we biopsy? What treatment options are available? How closely
should we follow this patient?
Case 2: “Hole in One”
A 78-year-old male presents with blurred vision and dry eye after retina surgery. What
diagnostic testing would you perform? What are the key parts of the slit lamp exam?
What treatment options are available?
https://ascrs.org/clinical-education/grand-rounds/schedule/ascrs-baylor

ASCRS Journal Club

Watch the Journal Club’s inaugural session of a monthly series in which a panel of
experts will discuss two pre-selected manuscripts from the Journal of Cataract &
Refractive Surgery (JCRS). Nick Mamalis, MD, and Leela Raju, MD, will co-moderate
these free CME sessions, open to all ASCRS members. This session features Sam
Masket, MD, and Alexa Thibodeau, MD, as discussants, and Natalie Afshari, MD, David
Chang, MD, and Richard Tipperman, MD, as panelists.
https://ascrs.org/clinical-education/journal-club

Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles
The Ophthalmology Quicksand Chronicles hosted by Cataract eye surgeons Nicole
Fram, MD and Elizabeth Yeu, MD. Dr. Fram and Dr. Yeu will explore those pivotal
moments that every surgeon will inevitably encounter. Every time you think you have it
figured out, the eyeball humbles you. In each episode, Drs. Fram and Yeu will host an
expert in the field and delve into those “quicksand” moments; more specifically, the
surgeon will reflect upon the nuances and lessons learned from a surgical experience
that ultimately helped them evolve as surgeons.
View episode one now on YouTube, Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and Google Podcasts
EPISODE #1 | IKE AHMED: SMALL EYE, BIG PROBLEM
Coming up: Episode #2 with Dr. Cathleen McCabe

Introducing EyeConnect International (not affiliated with ASCRS)
EyeConnect International is an interactive, vibrant community of worldwide
ophthalmologists dedicated to the advancement of our field and to the improvement of
patient care. Their platform allows information to be shared, questions to be posed, and
opinions to be expressed. All levels of experience are welcomed as the goal is to share
and to grow your knowledge. There is a private forum for residents, fellows and young
ophthalmologists from around the world to interact in a safe space. The platform is
FREE for all ophthalmologists, residents and fellows.
To sign up as a resident, fellow or young ophthalmologist in practice, please email
eciraf-optin@eyeconnectinternational.com.
All other ophthalmologists can sign up by visiting www.EyeConnectInternational.com

Remember you can always find additional information and resources on our
website.
https://ascrs.org/membership/young-eye-surgeons

